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us the best The projectiles and powder used are of 

the same description as those used in the 
experiments last Ml, and are of the latest 
and most improved kinds. The powder is 
known as the mammoth powder, the grains 
being about the sizo of a chestnut, hexagon
al in shape, and so regular in size as to in
sure uniformity of inti imination and combus
tion . The carriage on which the gun is 
mounted is of the old pattern, but is sup
plied with a hydraulic recoil check, which 
perceptibly reduces the recoil. It is an en
tirely new contrivance, having been used 
but once before.

The 9 inch Sutolill’i breech-loading rifle, n 
description of which appeared in a lateedi- 
tionof the Times, has been mounted near 
the other guns, and will be tested in about 
a in jnth or six weeks.

Cooke has without doubt given
, book extant on Naval Gunnery, and we 

i„k that he and the officers of the Aca- 
bave so ably assisted him

3. The whole of the markers of s line of
targets may be placed under the direct 
supervi sion of an officer or non commission 
ed officers, ”

4. The marking will therefore be much 
better done.

5. The work of marking it much easier to 
the men, as they ere relieved from the con
stant strain of watchfulness. The passage 
of the bullet tbr mgh the canvas hum die 
tinctly heard in the open trench as the 
“hit” on the iron target is heard in the 
covered pit or mantlet. When the hit is 
heard the marker pulls down the target ami 
his it at once in a convenient position for 
inspection.

6. The signalling is much more satiafae- 
toiy than the old system. The exact poei 
lion of the hit is distinctly shown on the 
target itself, end the signal remains there 
until another hit bas been made.

7. Firing can be carried on in weather 
which renders it impossible at the old tar
gets. A very heavy driving rain would of 
course wash off the paper, but daring ordi - 
nary showers that wash the paint off the 
iron, and in light drixsling mists that ob
scure the plate glass sod make it difficult 
or impossible to see the shot marks on it, 
the work goes on without interruption on 
the new targets. This was satisfactorily 
established at the Dominion competition, 
when, on one of the days, the marking on 
the iron targets was stopped by the rain, 
there was no interruption on the canvas.

8. With the most ordinary attention and 
intelligence there cm be no erroneous 
signalling, as there can be only one shot 
hole uncovered at the same time. During 
the five days shooting at this target no mg 
nal was questioned nor did I hear of a doubt 
being expressed as to the counting.

9. The markers are muchjnore comforta
ble while in the performance of their work 
than in the old covered pits or mantlets ; 
they are, therefore, both able and willing 
to do their work effectually. There is a free 
circulation of sir and they are shelled from 
the weather, whether it he the heat of the 
sun or rain.

, loin v "ho,io<i-rve to be congratulated on the success 
rfivery laborious undertaking—one that 

uired an intimate knowledge of a very 
lsrg0 variety of subjects, ami an immense 
mount of research, to bring his information 

the present time.
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The New York Times says :
['he officers of the United States Board of 

has resumed their experiments< mlnance
converted smooth-bore guns on the 
ing grounds at Sandy I look, and were 

raped yesterday and the latter portion of 
the day before in tlie trial of a 10 inch 
Looth bore converted into an 8-inch rifle 

Vy the insertion of a rifled steel tube, The 
jjj md, cun, converted on the same princi - 

le and to the same calibre, which under- 
test last fall of over 500 rounds is
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Report of Li out.-Colonel Brunei on an 
Improved Target Constructed hy him 

(I used at the Dominion llini 
sociation Matches, 1874.

ï
neat a

*o being occaeionally nr©<_l# tlio purpose of 
the board being to determine the relative 

of steel and wrought iron tubes.

e As-an

Ottawa, Oct. 14, 1874.merits
, he results attained in the trial of the first 

averted gun having conclusively proved 
the old Rodman guns cannot only be 

ized by means of this plan of rifling, but 
iered equal in point of strength and 

to the guns of Prussia and Eng-

Dear Coi.oxei. Powell,—
Enclosed you will find a memo, in refer

ence to the cost and efficiency of the new 
target a.

Il l remember right you spoke of having 
the drawings engraved and printed with 
your report. 1 have made new ones as I
wish to show the improvements which have 
resulted for over five days experience. I 
suppose your object is to afford such infor
mation as will enable parties to construct 
targets on this plan for themselves ; if so 

^the short specification which accompanies the 
drawings will be sufficient.

1 am, by the experience now gained, led 
to the conclusion that a pair of targets on 
the new plan—assuming that not less than 
ten sets are ordered at one tune—can be 
constructed and equipped on the following 
estimate :—
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! u, l. die only question which remains to. 
i o Retried is the comparative strength and 
durability of the steel and wrought iron 
l;1!,es. In order that this may be definitely 
i-i-ert lined, both will be subjected to an ex 

test by the firing of inordinately 
I urge charges after the gun containing the 
-bel tube has undergone the preliminary 

, -t of 500 rounds. It is looked upon as 
quite certain that, in the event of either of 
the guns bursting, more damage will result 
Irom the one with the steel rifling. When 
the pressure is too great the wrought iron, 
instead of bursting, strictly speaking, 
merely swells, throwing aside the outer 

"coating of cast iron in a tew large massess, 
while the steel bursts with such velocity as

scat-

twine

$80 00Iron and wool work complete .... 
Canvas or wood disc of Target to

last lit) days....................................
Signal discs for twenty days shoot

ing...................................................
Paper covers of Targets for 20 days.. 
Open trench and shelter from 

weather to take tlie place of the 
covered pits or mallets hereto
fore used. According to situa
tion usually about 70 yards oi 
earth will have to be moved, 
and about 100 feet of lumber 
used

break the gun into small pieces and
in all directions. The

f> 00 The whole of the working and expen 
sive parts of the target are protected from 
the missiles, and are therefore safe from 

, ,._...,Age from tbit resource to which the old 
targets are so fully exposed.

11. The marking on the whole is much 
quicker. The time required for changing 

; the targets from one class to another does 
' not require more than one minute and can 

l>e done by one mm if necessary, though, of 
course, more easily by two.

As was to be expected some alterations 
—all in the direction of reducing the ooat— 

found desirable, and drawings are

to 10.tor the fragments 
gun now being experimented upon has so 

worked very satisfactorily, the results 
being almost similar to those attained in 
the trial or the first. The following is the 
record of the twenty four rounds fired up to 

yesterday, with projectiles of an aver
age weight of 184 pounds :

C 00
50* nr

noon

Pressure in
inrgo No. of Velocity-Feet Pounds per 

Tournis. Rounds, per second. Square in.
1,142...............21,000

........ ................1.157............... 18,000
. . ..3.............. 1,224.............. 25,000

20,000
26.500
25.500

: 25 Ü0
120

$117 50
Of this the permanent work costs... 105 00

2 were
herewith, shewing the targets with these 
improvemen t«.1.260 

1,353 
1,36$
1,441.............. 27.000

26.500
33.500 
.25,000
26.500 
.28,000 
.30,500 
.28,000 
.33,000 
.31,500 
.28,000 
.31,000 
.40,000 
.28,000 
.29,500 
.31,500 
.28,000 
.31,000

4 The remainder lasts 20 days, and is there
fore equivalent to 62.} cents pei diem, while 
target practice is actually going on. This 
daily expenditure takes the place of the 
cost of the paint, brushes, signal discs, 
,fcc., now commonly used.

I think I am justified in speaking with 
confidence as tti the success of the expert 
meut. Sj far as I could learn, the competi
tors at the late Dominion competition were 
entirely satisfied with the result. All the 
objects aimed at have been fully attained, 
and in a greater degree than was hoped for. 
These objects may be stated as follows : — 

1. The markers are perfectly safe in the
“ splashes” of

5:;u Signalling.

The following method of signalling the 
hits was used at Ottawa :

A supply of dises, made in sets, of com 
mon pasteboard, and of the proper colors, 
were given to markers ; those for the email 
target were about six inches in diameter, 
those for the Urge targets about ten inches. 
To the centre, and on the back of each dise, 
there was fastened a common wire hook- 
large wire curtain books were used—by 

ot which the proper dise was booked 
into the shot bole to be signalled, where it 
remained until another bit wee made; the 
proper signal was then placed on the new 
bit, and a patch pasted over the old one.

In this way the color ot the dise signalled 
the exact value of the bit, and its post/to»
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1,428. 
1,429 
1,406 
1,421 
1,439
1.433 
1,441 
1,439 
1,465 
1,467 
1,410
1.434 
1,428

........ 21................ 1,444

........ 22................ 1,379
. . .23............. 1,385

1,381
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35 14

35
35 means5
35 open trenches, there 

lead whatever.
2. As a consequence the construction of 

the trench only cost about one-third of the 
cost ol the pit.
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